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This paper is concerned with the general theory of vertices. (Standard 
references for vertex theory are [2, Sect. 65; 3, Sect. 53; 5, Sect. 5.21). The first 
section begins with the outline of an improved organization of vertex theory 
and closes with a proof of a new result (Theorem 5). 
A new theory called relative source theory is presented in the next section. 
Essentially, relative source theory adapts the arguments of the usual vertex 
theory to a different setting. One theoretically pleasing consequence of passing 
to this different setting is that the Green correspondence, which takes place 
between two usually infinite sets, is refined to a correspondence between two 
naturally identified finite sets. Also, more practically, relative sources create 
the possibility of augmenting order of vertex considerations by dimension of 
source considerations. 
In section three, it is pointed out how relative source theory contains the 
usual vertex theory as a special case. Then it is noted that relative source theory 
provides a natural framework for Clifford theory as well. Thus relative sources 
can be seen as a vehicle for the unification of these two important theories. An 
immediate and rather pleasing consequence is the joining of the Green corre- 
spondence and the most familiar correspondence of Clifford theory. Perhaps 
more interesting, though, are the differences between the two theories being 
united and the fabric that results from weaving them together. This aspect 
will be explored in a later paper [l]. 
Section four is concerned with the development of a basic principle in relative 
source theory that has an analogue of Theorem 5 as an immediate consequence. 
An application obtaining dimension conditions between naturally related modules 
is presented in the next section. The paper closes with a refinement of the 
principle developed in section four. 
Notation: Assume R is a Noetherian integral domain such that direct sum- 
mands of R-free modules are R-free. For any group A, take “A-module” to 
mean “finitely generated, R-free, RA-module.” Furthermore, for any group A 
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considered, assume R and A are such that all A-modules have a unique (up to 
isomorphism) decomposition as direct sum of indecomposable A-modules. 
More generality is possible here, but we generalize only to an extent that does 
not encumber the case of our real interest: A a finite group and R a field or 
ring of integers in a finite extension of a p-adic number field. The reader is 
invited to restrict his attention solely to these cases. At times, we distinguish 
between modules only up to isomorphism. Unexplained notation can be found 
in Dornhoff [3]. 
1. A REORGANIZED AND STRENGTHENED VERTEX THEORY 
In this section, familiarity with the theory of vertices is assumed. Readers 
lacking this familiarity should skip the section since all results here are proved 
in more general forms in later sections. 
We begin with an outline of a new organization of vertex theory. First, for 
any finite group A and A-module L, let %txL” denote an arbitrarily chosen 
element from the A-class of subgroups of A that constitutes the vertices of L. 
Fix a finite group G and an indecomposable G-module V. Also fix Ha subgroup 
of G and an indecomposable H-module U. 
After developing the definition of vertex, the first result shows direct sum- 
mands of induced and restricted modules have vertices that are “under control.” 
THEOREM 1. (1) For any indecomposable G-module X, 
XI UC =‘~vtx&vtxu, 
(2) For any indecomposable H-module W, 
w~v~~tixw~,vtxv. 
With the general situation described, our attention turns to finding well- 
behaved special situations. Given the H-module U, the next result shows the 
existence of a special G-module related to U; a “going-up” type theorem. 
THEOREM 2. There is an indecomposable G-module X satisfy&: 
(a) vtx X =G vtx U, 
lb) X I UC, 
(4 u I &f - 
The above result is trivial to prove. It is useful, but never explicitly stated 
in the present organizations. 
Next, of course, is a “going down” type theorem. 
481/59/z-7 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose vtx V C H. Then there are indecomposable H-modules 
W satisfying any two of 
(a) vtx W =H vtx V, 
(b) V I WC, 
(4 w I VH * 
Furthermore conditions (b) and (c) imply vtx W =o vtx V. 
Theorem 3 represents a clear organization of results that have previously 
been expressed separately. 
The crowing point of vertex theory is the Green correspondence which 
identifies an especially well-behaved situation. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q be a subgroup of G with No(Q) < H. Then there is a 
bijection, f, from indecomposable G-modules with vertex Q to indecomposable H- 
modules with vertex Q such that, if g denotes the inverse off, then 
(1) For any indecomposable G-module X with vtx X =o Q. 
X*EfX@ Y 
where summands of Y have vertex R with R Co Q, but R fH Q. 
(2) For any indecomposable H-module W with vtx W =H Q, 
where sumnumds of Z have vertex R with R Co Q, but R fo Q. 
A statement and proof of Theorem 4 does not appear in most textbooks. 
Feit [4] (see 111.5.6) is an exception. A very simple proof appears later in this 
paper (see Theorem 13). 
Now we return to Theorem 3 and consider the possibility of satisfying all 
three conditions with the same module. The distinction between the H- and 
G-conjugacy is best veiwed as follows. The hypothesized vtx V C H together 
with the fact that vtx V is arbitrary up to G-conjugacy means the choice of 
vtx V is restricted to the set 9 of all G-conjugates of vtx I’ inside H. This set 
breaks into H-classes, Y; ,..., Yfi , each a potential class for the vertex of an 
H-module. The furthermore part of Theorem 3 indicates that for at least one 
Yi , there is an H-module W with vertex in q satisfying (b) and (c). By the 
arbitrariness of vtx V, satisfying (a), (b) and (c) is equivalent to having for each 
z an H-module Wi with vertex in q satisfying (b) and (c). Since n can be large 
this is a much stronger condition. 
Relying heavily on the Green correspondence, we now show all three condi- 
tions of Theorem 3 can be satisfied with the same module. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose vtx V C H. Then there is an indecomposable H-module 
W satisf$tg 
(a) vtx W =H vtx V, 
(b) V I WC, 
(4 w I vff - 
Proof. Set Q = vtx V, N = No(Q), and m = N’(Q). Theorem 4 applies 
to the pairs (IV, G) and (fi, H). Let f and g denote the correspondence obtained 
in the first case, and p and 2 denote the correspondence obtained in the second 
case. 
&f-N 
1 Thm 3 
H.+-- *iv 
0 
By Theorem 4, M = f V satisfies (d)vtx M =N Q, (e) V 1 MC and (f) 
M 1 V,,, .By Theorem 3, there is an indecomposable R-module i@ satisfying (g) 
vtx~=,Q,(h)M~@’ and(i) @ 1 MR. Of course (g) implies (g’) vtx $2 =R Q. 
So now we can apply Theorem 4 to i@ and get W = @@ satisfying (j) 
vtx W =H Q, (k) i@ g W @ L where summands of L have vertex R with 
R S, Q, but A fH Q, and (e) W is the only isomorphism class of indecom- 
posable H-module w&h vertkx Q such that -I@ 1 
satisfies (a), (b), and (c). 
(a) Immediate from (j). 
(b) Applyiw (4, (h), and (4, 
V 1 MC 1 (fiN)G = (A?*)” g 
W, 1 It remains to show W 
WG @LG. 
By (k) and Theorem 1.1, summands of LG have vertex P with / P I < 1 Q I. 
Hence, we must have V I WC. 
(c) Applying (i) and (f ), A? I MR I (VN)~ = (VH)~. So, there is an 
indecomposable H-module W, satisfying (m) WI I V, and (n) i@ I ( Wl)~. 
Applying Theorem 1.2 to (n) and (m), we get 
. 
Hence, vtx WI =H Q. So by (n) and (d), W s WI which in light of(m) gives (c). 
Ideas and consequences ofthis new result are explored in sections four, five, 
and six. 
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2. RELATIVE SOURCE THEORY 
Fix a group G. Naively, we want to study induction and restriction between G 
and a subgroup, say H. However, in the course of this investigation one is led 
to consider induction and restriction between G and subgroups containing the 
largest G-normal subgroup of H. So we adopt the following fixed notation. 
KIIG with 1 G : K 1 < 00, 
9’={(H:K<H\<G}, 
Y(H) = {L: L is an indecomposable H-module}, HEP, 
X = u 9(H). 
HE9 
Notice that with no loss we are focusing on indecomposable modules. Finally, 
we shall find the following language and notation useful. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A < B. Far an A-module L and B-module M, we define 
(1) M is an upper summand of L or “M r L” to mean M 1 LB, and 
(2) L is a lower summand of M or “L L- M” to mean L j MA . 
The notations ccy” and “L” are used since ach defines a partial ordering 
on 3. Studying 9 from this point of view gives rise to relative source theory. 
First notice that between modules in any X(H), the “r” or “ L” relationship 
simply indicates an isomorphism relationship. We consider maximal and 
minimal elements in 9. 
The partial order “L”. Given ME Y(H), one can “go down” to K simply 
by taking an L E 3(K) such that L 1 MK (i.e. L t- M). So, clearly Y(K) is the set 
of all minimal elements. Similarly, from ME Y(H) one can “go up” to G: 
Since M j (MG)H , there is an NE X(G) with M / NH (i.e. M I- N). So, 9(G) 
constitutes all maximal elements. 
The partial order “ r-“. First notice “r-” reverses the partial order _C on 9 
(i.e. L E 9(A), ME Y(B), M r L => B 1 A). Given ME Y(H), one can “go 
up” to G by taking an NE J(G) such that IV 1 MC (i.e., N r M). So, Y(G) is 
the set of all minimal elements. The launching point of this theory is the fact 
that the maximal element may include more than just Y(K). This is because 
M 1 (M# (the dual of M 1 (MG)H) is not always true. We begin an investigation 
of the maximal elements. 
DEFINITION 2. A maximal element of Y with respect to ‘Ly” is called a
K-source and a subgroup Q such that some Q-module k a K-source is calied a
K-vertex. 
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Two very important facts interrelating the two partial orders are needed. 
The first is due to D. G. Higman. 
THEOREM 6. Let ME 9(B). If there is an L E $(A) such that M r L, then 
there is anL*EY(A) such that M r L* and L* L M. 
Proof. See Dornhoff [3], Lemma 51.1. 
The second is a form of Mackey decomposition. 
THEOREM 7. Let T E Y(R), ME Y(B), and SE 2(Q). Then S L M r T 
implies S r (Tb)Rbno for some b E B. 
Proof. Translating the hypothesis, S 1 Mo 1 (TB)o . Then by Mackey 
decomposition (Dornhoff [3], Theorem 21.3) and the indecomposability of S, 
there is some b E B such that S 1 ((Tb)R&Q. 
Remark. It is in Theorem 7 that the strongest use of unique decomposition 
occurs. Also, it is Theorem 7 that forces the “lowest level” subgroup K to be 
normal in G. 
Now a particular set of K-sources will be assigned to each element of J. 
LEMMA 8. For any ME 3, there is a K-source S with M r S and S L M. 
Proof. Among all K-sources with M r S, choose a Q,-module SO with 
1 Q,, : K 1 minimal. By Theorem 6, there is a Q,,-module S* with M r S* and 
S* L M. By the minimality of / Q,, : K I, S* is a K-source. 
DEFINITION 3. For any ME 9, a K-source S such that M r S and S L- M 
is called a K-source of M, and a subgroup Q such that some Q-module is a K- 
source of M is called a K-vertex of M. 
THEOREM 9. For any ME 3(B), the K-sources of Mform a single B-conjugacy 
class. 
Proof. Let S E 9(Q) and T E 9(R) be K-sources of M. Then S L M r T. 
Thus by Theorem 7, there is some b E B such that S r (Tb),ti,o . Since S is 
maximal, this upper summand relationship must be between modules over the 
same group Q. So, we have S j (Tb)o . Reverse the roles of S and T to get 
SE T”. 
NOTATION 4. For any ME Y, let sK(M) = s(M) denote an arbitrarily Jixed 
K-source of M. Also, let w,(M) = w(M) denote the subgroup such that s(M) is a 
v(M)-module. 
Remark. If G is finite, the usual source and vertex are the l-source and 
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l-vertex of relative source theory. Furthermore, ux(M) = (vi(M)) . K; so for 
vertices the introduction of K gives nothing new. For sources, we shall see in 
section three that we do get something new. 
For the remainder of this paper, we shall use the usual upper and lower 
summand notation (i.e., M 1 LB andL / MA) f or arbitrary modules in 9; reserving 
the partial order notation for K-sources and where necessary, the proofs. With 
this convention, it is clear we are generalizing (by the introduction of K) and 
strengthening (by the consideration of sources) the usual vertex theory of 
section one. 
We begin by showing the sources of upper and lower summands are “under 
control.” 
THEOREM 10. Suppose L E Y(A) and ME 9(B). Then 
(1) M /LB + s(M) L~s(L), 
(2) L I MA * s(L) Lo s(M)> 
where for any U and V in 9, U ~~ V means lJb L V for some b E B. 
Proof. Set S = s(L), Q = o(L), T = s(M) and R = v(M). 
(1) By hypothesis and the definition of a K-source of a module, T t- M r 
L r- S. Thus by Theorem 7, there is some b E I3 such that T r (Sb)obnR . By 
the maximality of the K-source T, R = Qb n R and T 1 (Sb)R (i.e., T ~~ S). 
(2) By hypothesis and the definition of a K-source of a module, S L L I- 
M r T. Thus by Theorem 7, S r (T5)pno for some b E B. This time by the 
maximality S, we get S 1 (Tb), , or equivalently S r--e T. 
Now we look for particularly well-behaved special cases. First a “going up” 
type theorem. 
THEOREM 11. SupposeL E Y(A) and A < 3 < G. Then there is an ME 9(B) 
satbfying 
(a) s(M) =B W 
(b) M I LB, 
(4 L I MA . 
Proof. L 1 (LB), . Thus there is an ME Y(B) satisfying (b) M 1 LB and 
(c)L 1 MA . Now Theorem 12.2 will give (a) s(M) =B s(L). 
Then a “going down” type theorem. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose ME Y(B) and w(M) < A < B. Then 
(1) There are L E Y(A) satisfy& any two of 
(4 s(L) =A sP0 
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(b) M ILB, 
(4 L I MA - 
(2) Conditions (b) and (c) imply s(L) =B s(M). 
Proof. Set T = s(M) and R = v(M). 
(a)&(c). T I M, so T / (MA)R. Thus there is an L E 9(A) with (c) 
Ll M, and (i) TJL,. Now apply Theorem 10.2 to both (i) and (c) to get 
T = s(T) ~~ s(L) ~~ s(M) = T. Hence (a) holds. 
(a) & (b). M r T; so M 1 (TA)B. Thus there is anL E 4(A) with(b) M 1 LB 
and (ii) L / TA. Now apply Theorem 10.1 to both (b) and (ii) toget T = s(M) L--~ 
s(L) LA s(T) = T. Hence (a) holds. 
(b)&(c). Immediate from v(M) < A and Theorem 6. 
(2). APPLY Th eorem 10.2 to (c) and Theorem 10.1 to (b) and get 
s(L) LB s(M) ~~ s(L). Hence s(L) =B s(M). 
Theorem 12 raises a question of A- versus B-conjugacy which is better 
understood as follows. The set 9’ = (s(M)b: v(M)b C A} breaks into A-classes 
Y i ,..., Sp, . Theorem 12 indicates that for some i = l,..., tlthere is an Li E 9(A) 
satisfying (ai) s(L,) E Yi , (b) and (c). If there is an L satisfying allthree conditions 
of Theorem 12.1, then by the arbitrariness of s(L) that would indicate that for 
every i = l,..., n there is an Li satisfying (a,), (b), and (c). 
Finally, we describe a very well-behaved situation. 
THEOREM 13. Suppose S is a K-source and Ne(S) < A < B < G. Then 
there is a bijection, f, between elements ofj(B) with K-source S and elements of
Y(A) with K-source S such that ifg is the inverse off, then 
(1) For any ME 9(B) with s(M) =B S, 
MA zfM@L, 
where every summand of L, bus K-source T with T me S, but T fA S. 
(2) For any L E 9(A) with s(L) =A S, 
L*zgL@M,, 
where every summand of MO has K-source T with T Lg S, but T fe S. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 13 with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 14. For any L E 4(A) with s(L) = S and B >, A, 
(LB), = L CDL, 9 
where every summand L, has K-source T with T ~~ S, but T #a S. 
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Proof. By Mackey decomposition, 
where d runs over a set (A, A) 2-coset representatives in B. Suppose there is an 
X E 9(A) with X 1 (L2dnJA and s(X) =A S. To prove the lemma, we need 
d E A. Since X 1 (L:dnA )A, there is a Y E 3(Ad n A) with X 1 YA and Y 1 L:,,,, . 
Apply Theorem 10.1 and 10.2 to these last two direct sums and get 
s = s(X) I- s(Y) “, s Ld) = 
A A ( 
Sd. 
This gives Sd = d-ladaS or equivalently S =AdA S. Thus AdA < NB(S) and 
by hypothesis NB(S) < A. Hence d E A as desired. 
Proof(of Theorem 13). Let ME 3(B) with s(M) =B S. By Theorem 12.1 (a) 
and (b) there is an L E 9(A) with s(L) =A S and M 1 LB. So MA j (LB), and 
Lemma 14 give that MA has at most one summand with K-source S. On the 
other hand, by Theorem 12.1 (a) and (c) MA has summands with K-source S. 
Thus, for each ME J(B) with s(M) = S, definefM E 9(A) to be the summand 
of MA with K-source S. Now let L E $(A) with K-source S. By the definition 
off, every summand of LB with K-source S contributes a summand of (LB), 
with K-source S. This and Lemma 14 give that LB has at most one summand 
with K-source S. On the other hand, by Theorem 11 LB has summands with 
K-source S. Thus, define gL E Y(B) to be the summand of LB with K-source S. 
From Lemma 14, fgL =,L for all L E 9(A) and s(L) =A S. Since Theorem 12.1 
(a) and (c) says g is a surjection, f and g are bijections and inverses of each other. 
Finally, the summands of L, and M,, in (1) and (2) have sources T with T ~~ S 
by Theorem 10. 
Relative source theory is further developed in sections 4 and 6, while applica- 
tions are presented in sections 3 and 5. 
3. RELATIVE SOURCE THEORY, VERTEX THEORY, AND CLIFFORD THEORY 
Relative Source Theory and Vertex Theory 
Assume for the moment that G is finite. Then consider the relative source 
theory of section two with K = 1. One gets the usual definition of vertex and 
source. Then since s(L) ~~ s(M) implies v(L) CB v(M) for any L and M in $ 
and B ~9, Theorem’s 10, 11, and 12 have Theorem’s 1, 2, and 3 (resp.) as 
special cases. That Theorem 13 has Theorem 4 as a special case is slightly ess 
trivial. For this we need: 
LEMMA 15. Suppose S is a K-source with v(S) = Q and A < B. Then 
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(1) For any L E .9(A) with s(L) =A S and M 1 LB, 
s(M) gB S 9 a(M) =B Q. 
(2) If NB(Q) < A, then for any ME Y(B) with s(M) =B S and L 1 MA , 
s(L) =A S 9 w(L) =A Q. 
Proof. In both cases :=z- is trivial. 
(1) Since M 1 LB, s(M) ~~ s(L) =A S. Explicitly then, there is some b E B 
with So L S, and thus Q =s We < Q. So So and S are modules over 
the same group, and we must have s(M)b g S. 
(2) By hypothesis, we may assume v(L) = Q = o(M). Since L 1 MA , 
s(L) LB s(M) =B S. Explicitly then, there is some b E B with So L S, and 
thus Qb = Q. Note then that b E Ns(Q) < A. Finally since s(L)” and S are 
modules over the same group, we have S(L)” g S, b E A. 
Relative Source Theory and Cls#ord Theory 
Relative source theory was developed in section two in a manner closely 
related to vertex theory. This was done because stronger results were obtained 
due to the focus on modules and the introduction of a normal subgroup. Clifford 
theory already has this point of view; so no general strengthening of Clifford 
theory has been obtained. However, the results of Clifford theory can be inter- 
preted into the relative source framework to advantage. In a paper to appear 
soon, Burry [1] has obtained new results of interest concerning sources and 
relative sources by such an interpretation. 
Generally, the results of Clifford theory interpret into results of relative 
source theory that are quite different from those of section two. There is, 
however, one very interesting exception. We shall now show how Theorem 13 
unites the Green correspondence of vertex theory and the most familiar corre- 
spondence of Clifford theory. This result concerns modules induced from 
indecomposable K-modules. The obvious fact needed here is that the summands 
of these modules all have the same source. 
LEMMA 16. Suppose S is an indecomposable K-module. For any ME 9(B), 
M~S’>S(M)=~S. 
Proof. By Theorem 10.1, M ] SB implies s(M) ~~ s(S) = S. Since S is a 
K-module, s(M) must be a K-module as well. So s(M) =B S. 
Now we obtain the Clifford theory correspondence immediately from 
Theorem 13 and Lemma 16. 
THEOREM 17. Suppose S is an indecomposable K-module and set N = No(S). 
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If SN g L, @ . ..@ L, ) each Li indecomposable, then SG g LIG @ ... @L,‘, 
each Lac indecomposable. 
Proof. It suffices to show LIG is indecomposable. By Lemma 16, s(L,) =N S. 
Then by Theorem 13.2, Llc has exactly one summand with K-source S. But 
again by Lemma 16, every summand of Sc (and thus LIG) has K-source S. 
Hence, LIG must be indecomposable. 
4. RFDUCTION TO THE STABLE CASE 
We continue with the fixed notation of section two. In addition, fix 
S a K-source with Q = n(S) < H, 
N = NGW, 
fl = NH(S), 
Y--(A) = {L E 9(A): s(L) =A s>, A E 8. 
The purpose of this section is the reduction of upper and lower summand 
questions between .&(G) and J$(H) to between 9s(N) and b(m). Theorem 13 
applies with (A, B) = (N, G) and (w, H). Let f and g denote the correspondence 
obtained in the (N, G) case, and f and g” denote the correspondence obtained 
in the (m, G) case. These correspondences are used to obtain the reduction as 
depicted in the figure. 
4(G) -+ =5(N) 
The four facts below concerning how modules “move” around this figure 
are the essence of the reduction. 
LEMMA 18. Suppose VE ys(G) and U E 4,(H). Then 
(1) For any N-module W with every summand in j having K-source T with 
TL,S, V’I WC -fVl W, 
(2) (fU)G s UC @ X where summands of X in 9 have K-source T with 
T fc S, 
(3) V, E (f V), @ w where summunds of m in 9 have K-source T with 
T#NS, 
(4) For any H-module Y with eerery summand in $ having K-source T with 
T’oS,f”U/YN-=-U/Y. 
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Proof. (1) -c= :is trivial. We consider : 3. Let IV, E y(N) such that (i) IV, 1 W 
and (ii) V 1 WIG. It suffices to show WI g fV. By (i) and the hypothesis on the 
summands of W, s( WI) ~~ S. Theorem 10.1 and (ii) imply S ~-c s(W,). 
Hence, s( W,) =,++ S. Thus, (ii) and Theorem 13 imply W, g f V. 
(2) By Theorem 13.2, (fU)G = ((fU)“)o g U @ Mc where every 
summand of M has K-source T with T ~~ S, but T ZH S, and thus 1 u(T): K 1 
< 1 Q: K /. Then by Theorem 10.1, the summands of MC have K-vertex with 
index in K smaller than Q, and thus K-source T with T #G S. 
(3) By Theorem 13.1, V, = ( VN)~ E (f V), @ LR where every summand 
of L has K-source T with T iG S, but T #,,, S. So by Theorem 10.2, the K- 
sources of summands of LR are not equal to S. 
(4) +: is trivial. We consider :a. Let Yr E y(H) such that (i) Yr 1 Y and 
(ii) j?J / (Yr)n . It suffices to show Y1 s U. By (i) and the hypothesis on the 
summands of Y, s( YJ ~~ S. Theorem 10.2 and (ii) imply S ~~ s(Yi). Hence 
s( Yr) =H S. Thus, (ii) and Theorem 13 imply Yr s U. 
The reduction is now easy. 
THIEOREM 19. For any VE 4,(G) and UE Ys(H), 
(1) v I UC +fV I mY, 
(2) UI VH 41 (fU)R. 
Proof. (1) We begin with : *. By hypothesis and Theorem 13, 
V 1 UC I (( $7)“)” = (( fU)N)G. By Lemma 18.1 with W = ( fU)N, we get 
f V 1 ( fU)N. Now for the converse. By Theorem 13, hypothesis, and Lemma 
18.2, V ) (f V)G ) ((fU)N)G s UG @ X where sumrnands of X have K-source T 
with T zG S. So V I UC. 
(2) We begin with :*. By Theorem 13, hypothesis, and Lemma 18.3, 
ful ud(vN)~dfv)~@m h w ere summands of m have K-source T with 
T fN S. So, f’U [ (f V), . Now for the converse. By hypothesis and Theorem 13, 
fU I ( f V), I( VN)~ = ( VH)a. By Lemma 18.4 with Y = V, , we get U I V, . 
In studying induction and restriction between 4,(G) and 9,(H), the fact that 
only some of the summands of the induced and restricted modules have K-source 
S is a significant complication. But now by Theorem 19, the situation is reduced 
to induction and restriction between $s(N) and 4r,(m). It is an easy exercise to 
show that between yS(N) and SS(fl) this complication does not occur. As an 
example of this type of argument, we obtain the improvement of Theorem 12. 
THEOREM 20. Suppose ME 4(G) with w(M) < H < G. Then there is an 
L E Y(H) satisfying 
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Proof. We may assume s(M) = S. Apply Theorem 12 to fM E 9(N) and 
w < N to get an z E S(N) satisfying (a’) s(e) =,,, S, (b’) fM 1 LN, and (c’) 
e 1 (fM)R . Of course (a’) is the same as s(L) =R S. So we may apply g” to E. By 
definition, (a) s($) =H S = s(M). By Theorem 19.1, (b) M 1 ($)o. By 
Theorem 19.2, (c) J$ / MH . So, L = $ works. . 
5. AN APPLICATION TO DIMENSIONS 
We continue with the fixed notation of sections two and four. Given V E Xs(G), 
Theorem 20 insures the existence of modules U E 3JH) satisfying V 1 UG and 
U / V, . These last two conditions are very similar to those of being a K-source 
of V. Only the requirement that U be maximal with respect to “ ,-” is dropped. 
This suggests the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. For L E X(A) and M E Y(B), we dejne L is a tributary of M 
tomeanMjLBandLIM~. 
In the language of this definition, then Theorem 20 says that any V E .Ys(G) 
has a H-module as tributary for every H-class of {Sg: Qg E H and g E G}. We 
shall exploit this to obtain dimension conditions between modules and their 
tributaries. First, 
LEMMA 21. Suppose L E 9(A) and ME Y(B). If L is a tributary of M, tha 
rankL,(rankM<IB:AIrankL. 
Proof. Trivial from L I MB and M / L, . 
Theorem 20 refines the conclusion of Lemma 21 dependent upon fusion 
inside H. 
THEOREM 22. Suppose V E Ys(G) and (T = the number of H-classes of 
{St Q” C H, g E G). 
(1) For any U E J(H) that is a tributary of V, 
(IG:HI//G:HI-u+l)rankU<rankV<~G:H~ rank U. 
(2) There is some U,, E Y(H) that is a tributary of V with 
u rank U,, < rank V < 1 G : H 1 rank U, . 
Proof. In both (1) and (2), the right hand side inequality comes directly 
fromLemma21.LetSr ,..., S be representatives of the H-classes of (Sg 1 Q” C H, 
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g E G}. Then by Theorem 20 with M = V and s(M) = Si , i = I,..., g we 
get an Vi E Y(H) such that (a) s( UJ =H Si and (b) Vi is a tributary ofV. By (a) 
no two Uis are isomorphic. Hence, (&, UJ 1 V, . 
(1) We may assume U = U, . By the above, rank V > Cy=, rank Vi . 
By Lemma 21, rank U, 3 rank V/i G : H 1 for i = 2,..., 0.Thus rank V > 
rank U + (U - l)(rank V)/l G : H j. Solving for rank V gives (1). 
(2) Py the above, rank V > Cy=, rank Vi 3 o(min,,l,.,.,O(rank Vi)).
Choose U, to be of minimal rank among the 77:s. 
Notice that if any of the inequalities of Theorem 22 are equalities w  obtain 
very precise information. Also, when G is finite and R is a field of characteristic?, 
all the ranks are multiples of1 G : Q ID , [5, Theorem 5.4A]; so the differences in 
the inequalities aremultiples of 1 G : Q I9 . Finaily, since computationally 
vertices may be easier towork with, it is worth noting that Theorem 22 remains 
true if u is replaced by v = the number of H-classes of{Qg: Qg _C H, g E G). 
6. MULTIPLICITIES 
We continue with the fixed notation of sections two and four. In this ection 
we extend from the consideration of amodule being an upper or lower summand 
of another to how many times amodule is an upper or lower summand of another, 
i.e., multiplicities. We will show that the reduction of section four holds when 
such multiplicities ar  considered. For any module M and positive integer K, let 
KM denote the direct sum of k copies of M. 
We begin with a refinement of Lemma 18.1 and 4. 
LEMMA 23. Suppose V E 9(G) and U E y(H). Then 
(1) For any N-module W with every summand in # having K-source T with 
TL N ‘% 
mV 1 WG 0 mf V 1 W for any positive integer m.
(2) For any H-module Y with every summand in 9 having K-source T with 
TL G s, 
nfU 1 YN 0 nU 1 Y for any positive integer n.
Proof. In both cases <= : is trivial. Proceed to prove : z- by induction on m. 
Lemma 18.1 and 4 give the m = 1 case of (1) and (2) (resp.). 
(1) ApplyLemma18.1 to V/‘lmVI WGtoget WrfV@W,.Thenby 
Theorem 13, WC s (f V)G @ WIG g V @ V, @ WIG where summands of V, 
do not have K-source S. Hence mV I WG gives (m - l)V 1 WIG. By induction, 
(m - 1) fV 1 WI; giving mfV / W. 
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(2) Apply Lemma 18.4 to flJ 1 n.U 1 Yn to get Y s U @ Yr . Then by 
Theorem 13, Yfl = fU @ U, @ (Yr)# where summands of U, do not have 
K-source S. Hence $7 1 Ys gives (n - 1) f?J 1 (YJR . By induction, (n- 1) U 1 Yl; 
giving nU 1 Y. 
Now for Theorem 19 generalized tomultiplicities. 
THEOREM 24. For any VE%(G) and U ~ys(If), 
(1) mV 1 UC 0 mf V 1 (fU>” for any positive integer m. 
(2) nU I V, - n..U / (f V), for any positive integer n. 
Proof. (1) We begin with :a. By hypothesis and Theorem 13 
mV 1 UC / ((fU)*)G = ((fU)N)G. Hence by Lemma 23.1 with W = (f?U)N, we 
get mfV j (f-U>“. Now for the converse. By Theorem 13, hypothesis, and 
Lemma 18.2, mV 1 m(f V)c 1 ((fU)“)G g UC @ X where summands of X do 
not have K-source S. Hence, mV I UC. 
(2) We begin with :*. By Theorem 13, hypothesis, and Lemma 18.3, 
njUlnU~I(V~)IJ~((fV)10O~ h w ere summands of m do not have K-sources 
S. Hence n/iU 1 (f V), . N ow for the converse. By hypothesis, and Theorem 13, 
nfU 1 (fV)m / ( VN)~ = (VH)~. Hence by Lemma 23.2 with Y = V, , we get 
nUl V,. 
Notice that the refinement o multiplicities can be used to strengthen the 
dimension arguments of section five. 
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